
Hannelunder, 7. September 2020

Strings
~ 63 BPM

Verse 1
| Bb   D7 |  C7  Bb 
my dna is connected to my hair
that fell down on the floor down the stairs
on the floor is a group of worms
digesting the hair taking turns
now my dna is part of their bodies
they want to learn to play guitar now
| Bb   D7 |  D#7  Bb 
while five humans would form a band
five worms merely form a hand

Verse 2
| Bb   D7 |  C7   Bb 
the worms are connected to a pigeon trap
the pigeon trap is connected to a pigeon
the pigeon is connected to a tourist
the tourist is connected to a fishmarket
the fishmarket is connected to a fishing boat
the fishing boats connected to a net
| Bb    D7 |  D#7  Bb 
the net is made out of strings
the strings are connected to a fish

Bridge
| Bb    Fm 
so I pull the string
| Bbm 
domino effect without domino

Chorus
| Gm  Fm   
liana string among plants
| Gm  Fm  
liana queen among strings
| D#7 
are you connected to fish
| Fm (2:4) 
just like i am
| Fm  
domino effect without domino

Verse 3
| Bb   D7 |  C7   Bb 
liana is connected to tarzan
tarzan is connected to jane
a chain is connected to a prisoner
who is thinking of things in his prison cell
cells are connected to atoms
atoms are connected to strings
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| Bb   D7 |  D#7  Bb 
strings are connected to instruments
and instruments connected to me

Bridge
| Bb    Fm 
so I pull the string
| Bbm 
domino effect without domino

Bridge 2
| Fm  D#m | 
strings behind the scenes
| Fm  D#m | 
strings in the in-betweens
| Fm  D#m | 
strings connecting things
| Fm  D#m | 
strings are all you need

Chorus
| Gm  Fm   
liana string among plants
| Gm  Fm  
liana queen among strings
| D#7 
are you connected to fish
| Fm (2:4) 
just like i am
| Fm  
domino effect without domino

| Fm  
domino effect without domino
domino effect without domino
domino domino domino
domino effect without domino
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